Reinforce your strategic position,
clinically and commercially
Industry-leading clinical trial insight to position your asset for success

The competition for market share in key indications and for novel drug targets is more intense
than ever. This, in addition to the industry’s shift toward value-based reimbursement models, is
driving the need for more comprehensive commercialization strategies.
Competitive intelligence and landscape knowledge should be helping you shape your clinical and
commercial strategies. A thorough understanding of the data your competitors are generating is
also essential to support favorable positioning in the market.

Citeline’s Trialtrove is the industry’s leading source of clinical trial and trial timing intelligence.
Its powerful interface provides access to real-time, global data and insights at a granular patient
population level, enabling you to:
View historical and current clinical
strategies for products similar to your
asset and understand their paths to
market

Receive custom email alerts when
trials meet key milestones (e.g.,
enrollment close dates or status
changes) or trial results are released

Generate timeline visualizations to
understand your competitive
landscape for both ongoing and
planned studies

Quickly and easily understand your
competitors’ trial designs and results,
gathering relevant data to position
your compound in line with your
market access plan

Our trial timing intelligence is supported by 500+ therapeutic area expert analysts in key global markets

EXPERTISE

EXPERIENCE

BEST IN CLASS

Manually curating
and evaluating data
to generate master insights

Providing reliable
advice based on thousands
of years of combined experience

Taking pride in robust,
current and trustworthy services,
setting industry standards

Why Trialtrove?
•

Trialtrove’s highly customizable and exportable timeline visualization helps you
quickly view ongoing and planned trials to support decision making.

•

Track timing updates and key milestones to understand when competitive trials are
likely to complete enrollment and when assets are likely to vie for market share.

•

Protect your competitive position with easy access to overviews of endpoints tested
by competitors, trial results and ongoing non-interventional studies.

•

Inform due diligence activities with gold standard data updated in real time.

The leading source of clinical trial and timing intelligence enables unparalleled
industry monitoring and analysis. Drive your decision making with Trialtrove to keep
your competitive advantage.

